
Disclaimer  

The following is a computer generated transcript of the broadcast it hasn’t been eddited for accuracy. 

Newswest dosen’t guarantee that the text bellow will be free from errors 

_____________________________________________________________________________________

 

This is BK6 ARN News West. We are a community organisation and we've been serving up the best 

amateur radio news in Australia since 1931.  



_____________________________________________________________________________________

Are they on Clinton? VK 

Six, FCC And welcome to the 

 

Christmas Eve edition of News W 2023. Yeah, I want the show 



_____________________________________________________________________________________

  

right this state up on your new 2024 calendar Now time 0900 day. Date 10th of February Place 

Mandarin Bowling Club Address 89 Allnut St. Mandurah just up the hill from the Mandroid Station 

Purpose Pug Fest Swap Meet. Radio group Mega Raffle is on again near. Prizes will be drawn at the 

event on Saturday the 10th of February. Go to the park website at www.park.org AU for info. Peter 

Bassett. Scarf VPS Secretary, Peele Amateur Radio Group, VK 6 Arg V K6. They case six RMH  



_____________________________________________________________________________________

hi. Just a little note 

about VK six RG and the WAG technical and general net having it run every Sunday morning on VK 6 

RLM that's 146 decimal 750 or channel 3 in the old money and it starts at 10:30. I am this morning. Of 

course. If you're listening in the evening, it's next week. 

_____________________________________________________________________________________

  



Hi, I'm Steve K6SJ with this week's episode of Did You Know? Going to Dayton Hamvention in Ohio, USA 

has been on my bucket list for a decade or two. This year I needed to discuss a few things with Flex 

Radio and I wanted to expand the variety of products in the shop. So it seemed like the perfect chance 

to get those tasks done and also see what Datum was about, picking up some other work over there for 

another customer to help pay for the trip. As well as working for flakes while I was there was icing on 

the cake. So there I was, ticking off one of my bucket list items, how to describe Dayton 25 to 30,000 

attendees, 157 vendors, including all the big radio manufacturers including Kenwood, Surprisingly, but 

also lots of the smaller. And as such as Buddy, Pole and Highland alike. The look and feel of the event 

was not dissimilar to the Perth Royal show, but only runs for 2 1/2 days instead of 10. There were food 

trucks and stands dotted around the event, one hall exclusively for use as a forum for buildings for 

commercial exhibitors and a large paddock full of flea market car boot style sellers. In fact, looking at the 

facility in Xenia where the Dayton Hamvention has now run, the Claremont Showgrounds would make a 

nicer location with similar facilities, but probably more expensive. To give you an idea of the size of the 

market though, there are 770 seven 162,000 ham licences in the USA, with just under 130,000 of them 

living in Ohio and its bordering states. In Australia we have 19 1/2 thousand licences and I think about 

2000 of them are in WA. There's a lot you can do with the market that size. That's likely not going to 

happen here with our current population of hams. Still, if he scaled down our population, a similar 

attendance should be in the order of 500, or one in four hands. Not sure off the top of my head how 

that compares to, say, Ham Fest, but it's probably an appropriate amount. I might add that the USA has 

around twice as many hams per capita than Australia. I wonder why that is. Looking at the why on field 

day that that I've attended a number of times, it was a pretty good scale down copy of how mention 

given the size of our market. One typically he has an area of four forums, an area for commercial 

vendors, areas for car boot sales, and a few options for food. Huang has the advantage of a far larger 

potential audience than we have here in WA. Makes me wonder what could be done if I am at a 

population, or rather the target audience of an event was bigger. What could we do if we expanded the 

interest of an event to the recreational CB and HF sectors? It would probably be coating through a 

potential audience of around five times the amateur population, so might end up with an attendance of 

more than 1000. This could possibly allow us to run a forum in a separate room. They just don't work 

otherwise. My opinion and the size of the market would attract more vendors. It would also bring a 

bunch of people with similar interests into contact with amateur radio, which would almost certainly 

bolster our ranks. The forums tied in with Hamper. Have been tried to varying rates of success. I think 

Perth Tickers by far the best example of the forum idea, but they typically don't cater for the vendor or 

flea market crowd. NCR, GM Park have both tried the forum idea in various forms with limited success, 

but both as well as hargest, do a great job for vendors and anyone else wanting to sell stuff. If we 

counted to a larger potential audience, I combined audience from amateur radio, CB and the 

recreational HF sectors. We get more manufacturers lining up to be a part of the event, which would 

also benefit our community in terms of more variety of goods on sale, more sponsorship of events, 

better raffle prizes and a larger variety of forum topics. This isn't a criticism of our local events. We have 

great events here in Perth. While NRG Hamfests has always been the premier event, hargest and park 

vests have lately been giving them a big run for their money. This competition is great for all of us as 

hams attending event and the clubs running the event having to compete for attendance. Hi, next club 

beating. Challenge the committee to look further afield not only for the things to do at your event, but 

also the size of the audience you might cater for. Better still, get involved yourself. Think about how 

your event might be attractive to more vendors, which will in turn drive up attendance numbers and 



generate more income for your club. Well, thanks for listening again. This is Steve K6SJ with another 

episode of Did You Know? 

_____________________________________________________________________________________

  

If you happen to listen to the right part of the 80 metre band on a Tuesday evening, you might hear 

something that sounds like this. The CQRS net has been running every single Tuesday for the last two 

years and has been unbelievably popular. There are usually half a dozen. A dozen and a couple of times 

up to 18 stations, popping in and out when they can over the four or five hours. The aim is to encourage 

new CW operators to have a go at slow CW in a safe and really friendly environment where slow speed 

and lots of mistakes are par for the course. It's all about having a go, starting with the basic call sign and 

RST exchange, then over time getting better and better. The net also attracts its fair share of old timers 

who enjoy helping others to have a go or just to enjoy the banter. So this might be just the opportunity 

you've been waiting for to have a go at transmitting on CW. Or perhaps just to stop the contacts rusting 

up on your key. Doesn't matter. Whether you're brand new to the code, or if you're an old timer who 

would like to have a bit of fun and help encourage new operators by having simple, safe QSO's at their 

speed, we'd love to have you join in. The net starts at 0900 Zulu every Tuesday on 80 metres between 

3540 and 3570 kHz and their stations in the West East and in between listening out for your CQRS call. 

For more information and to receive our weekly CQRS Rag Chew newsletter, contact me Mark V K6Q I 

via my e-mail address on qrz.com. Or you can e-mail me direct mark.bosma@icloud.com that is MAR 

k.b.osma@icloud.com Too much switch mode power supply hash on 80 meters. This might be the 

incentive to do something about it with the cheap noise canceller costing less than $100. 80 metres 

could be easier than you think. So once again, Tuesdays from 0900 Zulu until late between 3540 kHz and 

3570 kHz. Cheers from Mark the K2 Ki and VK 6 Qi.  



_____________________________________________________________________________________

 

This is News W your amateur radio news on VK 6 ARN originating on the News W linked repeater 

network and HF relays. And did you know that News W is near on YouTube? Type in.youtube.com/ at 

newest weekly podcast. Dash KZ7YC 

_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

 



Have you heard of Raza, the Radio Amateur Society of Australia? Well listen in, there's a lot on offer. All 

being equal, The December edition of Rossy's QTC magazine was published yesterday, and more about 

its contents shortly Rossy's. Main interest in amateur radio in Australia is to support the hobby by Viking 

representation to the regulator, the ACMA, and providing services and resources to the entire amateur 

radio community. And here's the clincher, it's all free. The only thing we sell are the QRM killer kits. Now 

back to QGC. Russia publishes the QTC magazine quarterly and non significant occasions we publish an 

extra edition. The big ticket item in this QTC edition is of course the launch of the class licence for 

Amateur Radio on February the 19th. Coming up, there's been a lot of confusion about how the class 

license will be implemented and its impact on us. And in QTC there's a detailed explanation of all aspects 

of the changeover. With text from the Acmas bulletins and short comments from Rasa, there's a lot 

more in QTC items that will interest a variety of people. QTC is a true online magazine with on-screen 

page flipping, live links in the index and throughout the magazine for those who prefer downloading a 

PDF. That's also available in that format. To access QTC magazine and all the other resources provided 

free to all amateurs by Rasa, head on over to our website vkradioamateurs.org. I'll say that again. VK 

RADIO amateurs.org. You got it. BK RADIO amateurs.org. And I'm Bob VK SIX POP.  

_____________________________________________________________________________________

 

Hello, this is Dennis Vicki, Six AKR for the WA VHF Group. Suffice to say that the year has flown past 

Christmas Day tomorrow. As a club, we have achieved much throughout the year testament to the 

devotion and skills of our members both on the tools and behind the scenes in administration. On air we 

have participated in the usual VHF, UHF field days, the Rd. the John Moyle. Many new antennas and 

some new sites were explored in the process, but the field days especially were not as well supported 

here in VK 6 as have been the case in past years. Let us work together throughout 2024 to boost 

participation. If you are a member of a club, prod your club management committee to take part. If you 

are not a club member, participate anyway. The artsy sessions on 2 meters and 70 centimeters have 



proven popular and are a worthy addition to our kit bag of modes. During 2024, we'd like to expand into 

other higher bandwidth digital modes and hope that you'll join us in this pursuit. Thanks to our 

members new and continuing for their support of the club and each other throughout the year, 

Camaraderie is high and by working together we achieve more than we'd be able to do single handed. 

Some new antenna designs were trialled, generally with good success, and for anything that did not 

work there are lessons to be learned. On behalf of the Club, please enjoy a happy, safe and healthy 

Christmas and New Year and hope to chat on air or face to face in 2024. Thanks to Clinton and the VK Six 

News team for keeping us well informed throughout 2023. Well done guys. This is Dennis VK 6 AKR for 

the WBA VHF Group. 

_____________________________________________________________________________________

  

Foundations of Amateur Radio Walking into your shack is often a joyous experience. You take a moment 

to smile at your setup and at least mentally rub your hands in Glee, anticipating some fun. Well, that's 

how it is for me. But recently it's been less of that and more of an audible groan at the Accumulated 

Croft. That makes it nigh on impossible to sit down, let alone achieve anything fun. It's not as bad as it 

could be. I'm forced to keep my station at least operational to host my weekly net. But if that wasn't 

there, it would have been overtaken by anything and everything. Finding a flat surface to put stuff on. It 

got to the point where I had to move some radio equipment off my desk just so I could pile more stuff 

onto it. So on Tuesday, I finally had enough. It was a pretty normal day waiting for others to get stuff 

done, deadlines be damned. But I took one look at the shack and snapped. This has happened before, 

and I suspect it will continue to happen throughout my life. But that day I'd crossed the line. Before I 

share what I achieved, I should mention a couple of other things. If you've been here for a while, you'll 

know that I'm an unashamed computer geek. Software Defined Radio or STR appears to have been 

invented just for me. Embedded computers, digital modes, networking, data analytics, Linux, docker, 

you name it, I'm there, Mind you this. Isn't new. It's been true for nearly 40 years now, ever since I set 



foot into my high school computer lab, where I found myself looking at a Bank of Apple Two computers. 

Then I bought the first computer in my class, a Commodore Vic 20. Life was never quite the same. This 

to tell you just how much computing features in my day-to-day. I have a long term plan to use 

embedded computers like for example a Rice Berry π to essentially turn my analog YESU FT-857-D into a 

networked SDR. The idea being that I use my main computer to do the processing and the pie to control 

the radio and feed the audio in and out across the network. I want to make it so that you can use any 

traditional SDR tool with such a radio, and if I get it right, any other radio. For more context, I'm getting 

more and more deaf. I swear my ESO is speaking softer each day and hearing tests tell me that audio 

above 2 kHz is pretty much gone. I have been playing with audio signal processing with a view to 

tailoring the audio coming from my radio into something more audible to me. On Tuesday I had an aha 

moment. I could keep waiting until I got all that done and then set up my shack just so. Or I could 

embrace the analog nature of my gear and use the mixing desk I have to feed the audio through its 

onboard audio processing and at least improve my audio experience today rather than some nebulous 

future time. Bentley I purchased a pegboard some time ago for the specific purpose of strapping my 

coax switches too, so I would not have to contend with coax all over my desk whilst trying to remember 

which switch did what when I finally had a moment to play. All this came together in a new version of 

my shack, albeit an alpha pre-release to be treated with extreme caution. If you break it, you get to keep 

both parts and it will kill a kitten without notice. To get started I removed all non radio stuff from my 

desk, including half a dozen computers, a dozen patch leads and adapters leftover from the harmonics 

testing project. There were monitor cables, USB cables, a variety of power supplies, and a stray binder 

with empty pages. I found all the radio gear that I really wanted to have on my desk, placed it where I 

could actually use it, and figured out how to connect the audio output from each radio to the mixing 

desk, which also found a home. Then I jumped on the RF side of things. Getting started was the hardest 

part. I decided that it would make sense to split the pegboard in two. 1/2 for HF, the other for VHF and 

UHF. I have two coax switches that I use as the entry point onto the board. They're each fed with an 

antenna coax and each have one port connected to the other. The idea being that during a 

thunderstorm, I can connect the two antennas to each other and isolate the rest of the shack. It won't 

protect against an actual direct hit, but all charge being built up should dissipate between the two 

antennas. Feel free to give me suggestions on how better to do this in a shack located on the second 

floor of a house in Australia. Note that the rules for grounding across the world are drastically different, 

so don't assume that your laws apply in Australia. The HF coax side has a Strap Down Bias Tea, which 

powers the SG237 antenna coupler. That's outside. Then there's a switch so I can connect HHF to a radio 

or to a beacon, which are also strapped to the pegboard. On the VHF side, there's just a second coax 

switch to select between two radios, but only. Line is currently connected. I plan to strap my Pluto SDR 

to the other port. Unpowered everything up and couldn't trigger the local repeater. I got out my 

handheld and tried. That worked fine. I could even hear it on my main radio, but it wouldn't trigger. No 

SWR issues. I could hear the local broadcast stations, but still couldn't trigger the repeater. It took an 

embarrassingly long time to discover that I had managed to feed the HF antenna into the VHF UHF side 

the SWR. Is fine because it was triggering the SG 237. So fun on the audio side. I can now change their 

compression of a signal, change the low, mid and high frequencies, and if I feel inclined, change the 

balance between my ears. Microphone is via the hand microphone for now. There's no cat control at the 

moment and I still need to Plumb in the push to talk or PTT foot pedal. I also need to move the pegboard 

so RF cables aren't dangling in the breeze. But overall a massive improvement. And best of all, I turned 



on my radio and it wasn't even Saturday morning. Sorry, what's your excuse for procrastinating? I'm 

alright, Victor K6FLAB.  

_____________________________________________________________________________________

 

Hey folks, it's Christmas Eve. How did that happen? It doesn't seem like that long ago that the gift 

wrapping was going into the recycling and we were eating Christmas leftovers. Yes indeed, the year has 

relentlessly played out. That all sides on New Year stuff for next week. This week it's ho ho ho. How 

many new radios can one fit under a Christmas tree? And will the spouse notice what you purchased on 

the credit card? But Christmas is more than that. Whatever your religious views or cultural background, 

Christmas is a time of bringing families and friends together for a day of festivity. We're so fortunate 

today that we can have live video chats with family and friends who live far away. We've arrived at that 

point in the span of my lifetime. Only a few people had a telephone when I was a kid and keeping in 

touch with distant family, it was mostly by writing letters and sending Christmas cards in October. So 

that they would get to the old country in time. On behalf of the team at W IM at A Radio News, I wish 

you all the best for Christmas and I'm Bob VK 6 POP. 



____________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

Well, this year has gone by so fast I can't believe it's Christmas tomorrow. I'd like to thank everyone for 

reading, watching or tuning into this edition of News. Yes, I'd also like to thank our many broadcasters. 

Plus our excellent team of presenters and contributors. Each week, please stay safe on the roads over 

the holiday break. And we hope you will join us next week for the New Year's Eve edition of News West. 

And I'm Clinton VK 6 FCC. 

 



Please stand by now for Callbacks. After the broadcast, we'll head over to the VA 6.net website and fill 

out the forms so we know how many people are listing each week.  

 


